'מוּאל א' ֶפּ ֶרק י
ֵ ְשׁ

ACROSS
10. Shmuel poured oil on Shaul's head “and he
kissed him.” (')א
14. In the second sign, Shaul will meet three people
who are on their way up to this city. (')ג
19. What the people going up to Beit El will give
Shaul. (')ד
13. As part of the third sign a “spirit” of Hashem
will descend on Shaul. (')ו
7. Amount of time Shmuel told Shaul to wait for
him at Gilgal. (')ח
18. When people asked “Is Shaul also among the
prophets?” this was the response. ()י"ב
17. The first question Shaul's uncle asked Shaul
and his lad was “Where did you go?” ()י"ד
3. What the entire nation shouted after Shaul was
introduced to them as their new king. ()כ"ד
11. What Shmuel wrote in a book and placed in
front of Hashem after Shaul was selected as king.
()כ"ה
1. Some people said about the selection of Shaul
“What will this one help us?” ()כ"ז
20. How Shaul responded to the people who did not
believe he would make a good king. ()כ"ז

DOWN
5. The first two words the people in Tzaltzach will
tell Shaul. (')ב
9. In the third sign Shmuel tell Shaul he will meet
“a group of prophets.” (')ה
15. After experiencing prophecy, Shaul was told he
would turn into this. (')ו
12. The time period when all three signs of Shmuel
came true. (')ט
4. A phrase people said when they realized Shaul
had begun to prophesize. ()י"א
6. What Shaul did not say to his uncle. ()ט"ז
8. Name of place where Shmuel gathered everyone
when selecting and introducing Shaul as king. ()י"ז
16. Shmuel told the people (that by asking for a
king) they had “rejected” their G-d who helped
them from all their troubles. ()י"ט
2. Shaul was “hiding among the vessels” when he
was selected as king. ()כ"ב

